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Modelled Cats

Used Material (both cats) Article No. Qty
SIO-2 PLUS soft clay, 1000 g, white 503088 2

COLOURplus modelling clay, 900 g, set of 12 517750 1

Styrofoam cone, approx. ø 70 x 120 mm (cat small) 547134 1

Styrofoam cone, approx. ø 90 x 200 mm (Cat large) 547145 1

Patina Set rust effect 474478 1

Aluminium wire, approx. ø 2,0 mm x 2 m 201431 1

Recommended Tools/Material
(Disposable) gloves, 100 pieces, size M 936396 1  or

(Disposable) gloves, 100 pieces, size L 942458 1

Modelling roller, approx. ø 25 x 200 mm 807196 1

Fimo cutter set, about 110-150 x 20 mm, set of 4 527333 1

Needed Tools
Scissors, baking paper, modelling roller, sharp knife, cling film, water cup, brush, side cutters
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Apply rust effect on the product manually. Colour the aluminium wire 
with rust effect.

Modell the medallion (head), ears, eyes and nose of clay, matching to the 
size of the cone.

Roll an approximately 5 mm thick plate of soft clay.

Wrap the matching styrofoam ball with a cling film. Put the soft clay plate around the cone and cut the clay at the bottom of 
the cone succinctly. Smooth the edges with water.
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Have Fun
Your Opitec Creative Team

Fix the items with some clay and water to the cone.

Knead COLOURplus modelling lukewarm. Use (disposable) gloves as the 
modelling can bleed. Mix the desired colours with white Colour Plus, the 
colours get a pastel colour. Roll out different coloured cords (Thickness 
approx. 5 mm).

Cut out circles in different sizes of soft clay for the collier pendant. Put the circles together as desired and drill a hole at the top of the pendant. 
Let the pendants dry. Cut pieces from the rusted wire for the whiskers and the tail. Form both and stick into the wet clay. Let the soft clay figure dry 
overnight until it has reached a stability. Remove the cone from the figure. Let the figures dry 1 -2 days. 
Coat soft clay pendant and cat eyes with rust effect. Form a necklace from the rusted wire, hook in the pendant and put it around the cat´s neck.

Wrap the coloured strings around the cat body and press.


